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Crafting Excellence in Fencing Solutions Across Ireland Since 1973









 












About Us




Irish Fencing adds value to property - whether commercial, industrial or residential. Our experience, and solutions focused attitude results in quality that lasts for decades.




Learn more








About You




If there is one word that sums up what Irish Fencing is about, it’s Experienced. We apply the same level of expertise and attention to every project, no matter its size. Even when you have supplied us with accurate drawings, we still make it our duty to visit every site and survey it in detail, making recommendations anywhere we think we can bring improvement, while our transparent cost structure will provide you with peace of mind.
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Design Team Member 


You want to collaborate with a provider who will bring your design to life from drawing to installation, who can adapt quickly to design changes with zero fuss in a fast, cost-effective way. 
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House Builder / Developer 


Single property, or a development with multiple units, you’re looking for a versatile manufacturer and installer using the most modern methods to complete your project with full certification.  
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Contractors 


You need a partner who meets your requirements of time and budget, with the flexibility and expertise to work to your quality, with first class H&S and who can fully certify material and installation. 
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Commercial/Industrial Property Owner 


As the owner or manager of a facility you are seeking to partner with providers who will understand your unique challenges and have the expertise to provide bespoke solutions. 
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Local Authority/ Government Procurement 


You need a provider that meets the green criteria in the 2023 Climate Action Plan, in terms of location, recyclability of products and materials, sustainability, and overall carbon impact reduction.  
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Education Procurement 


You’re looking for a fencing contractor with understanding of your specific needs and certification requirements, and who can help you choose the most appropriate, safe and cost-effective product. 
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Home Owners 


You want a product or solution that will provide both security and a visually striking design. With fast, reliable service from people who are easy to deal with and will offer you great value for money. 
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Just Browsing 


You want to know more about Ireland’s most experienced fencing contractor and how its product and manufacturing solutions can meet the needs of projects large and small. 
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Products 


What makes the Irish Fencing range of products genuinely unique is that they have been designed to be flexible and adaptable to your unique needs. Whether you are an architect, engineer, contractor or owner, our fencing will optimise your property.See our range
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Portfolio 


Irish Fencing has built an unrivalled level of expertise in the manufacture and installation of fences, gates and railings installed by our fully certified, qualified crews Our manufacturing facility in Dublin 8 is home to an extensive display and demonstration area. Our projects range in value from a few thousand to € Millions.View ourProject Portfolio
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One company. Design | Manufacture  | Install






Office Hours

8am to 5pm Mon to Thurs.


8am to 4pm Friday.

Collections

8am to 4.30pm Mon to Weds.

8am to 4pm Thurs. 

8am to 1pm Fri.
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Call




Dublin

Tel:- +353(0) 1 6268363




Cork

Tel:- +353(0) 21 4397313






Email

info@irishfencing.com



	FollowFollow





Find Us




Dublin

Irish Fencing Services. Unit 21 Jamestown Business Park, Kylemore Way, Dublin 8. D08 CX92




Cork

Irish Fencing Services. Unit 1, Kilbarry Business Units, Kilbarry Business & Technology Park, Dublin Hill, Cork. T23 PK19




Newry

Irish Fencing Services. Unit 13, Block A, Flurry Bridge Business Park, Lower Foughill Road Newry, Co. Down BT35 8SQ
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In order to provide an accurate competitive quotation we need as much information as possible including your location and the height of the product and the approximate lengths required.








Your Name *

Your Email *


Contact Number *

Subject


Description.


Upload Photos / DrawingsDrag and Drop (or) Choose Files


(TXT, PDF, DOC, DOCX, JPG, DWG) or a Zip Archive (8 Files max totalling 8Mb Max.)



Where is your Project? *Please select an option
Please select
Dublin
Antrim
Cork
Down
Fingal
South Dublin
Galway
Londonderry
Kildare
Dún Laoghaire–Rathdown
Meath
Limerick
Tyrone
Armagh
Tipperary
Donegal
Wexford
Kerry
Wicklow
Mayo
Louth
Clare
Waterford
Kilkenny
Westmeath
Laois
Offaly
Cavan
Sligo
Roscommon
Monaghan
Fermanagh
Carlow
Longford
Leitrim

Our nearest office will receive this enquiry

Is your project *Domestic orCommercial

Should your quotation include: *Supply & InstallSupply Only


GDPR - you will be contacted about this enquiry using the contact details submitted. *Yes, I agree with the privacy policy and terms and conditions.

 



 


Submit


Please do not fill in this field. 
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